
                   100% IRISH...............make yours a Brightfire.



100% Irish - Manufactured in Wexford

Efficiency in excess of 75%

Eliminates drafts up the chimney 

Low Fuel Consumption

Environmentally Friendly

Over 50 years of experience



17kw Boiler Inset
Our 17kw inset heats up to 13 radiators and is the most popular of our range. It 
transforms any standard fireplace into an efficient source of heat with the lowest 
Co2 emissions. It’s unique convection air chamber ensures you get more heat, 

while burning less fuel.

Efficiency in excess of 75% 
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body with cast iron door or 
contemporary steel door
Convection chamber technology
European standards EN 13240 CE
Smaller version also available: 14kw Boiler Inset 
(heats up to 10 radiators)

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
14kw output: to boiler  (BTU 
48,000)
3kw output: to room
External air option available
Thermostatically controlled
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Tapered Insert
Our Tapered Insert delivers an impressive 6.5kw output to the room. It fits your 

standard fireplace without having to alter your fire back.

Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body with cast iron door  or 
contemporary steel door
European standards EN 13240 CE
Convection chamber technology

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Multi-fuel grate
6.5kw output: to room
External air option available
Efficiency in excess of 75%
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Fire Front
If you have an existing back boiler on your open fire, then this is the stove for you. 
By installing a Fire Front, you create all the features of a stove, while keeping your 
existing grate and fire box. It also comes with the convection chamber giving you 
more heat, while burning half the amount of fuel and increasing the efficiency of 

your back boiler by up to 20%.

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
2.5kw output: to room
Overnight burning 
Efficiency in excess of 65% 
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body & contemporary 
steel door or cast iron door
European standards EN 13240 CE
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29kw Boiler
The largest of our boiler stoves, our 29kw comfortably heats up to 20 radiators.

Unique, classic & efficient, this is the perfect stove for your home. 

Thermostatically controlled
Efficiency in excess of 75% 
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body with cast iron door or 
contemporary steel door
Dry (non-boiler) option available
European standards EN 13240 CE

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
22kw output: to boiler (BTU 
75,000)
7kw output: to room
External air option available
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23kw Boiler
Our 23kw heats up to 16 radiators with ease. This excellent cost effective stove, 

delivers sustainable, dependable heat, all year round.

Thermostatically controlled
Efficiency in excess of 75% 
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body with cast iron door  or 
contemporary steel door
Dry (non-boiler) option available
European standards EN 13240 CE

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
18kw output: to boiler (BTU 
61,200) 
5kw output: to room
External air option available
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17kw Boiler
Our 17kw Stove heats up to 12 radiators and is a great medium sized stove. 

Modern, sleek and economical, it is the perfect stove to heat a three bedroom house.

Efficiency in excess of 77% (wood) &             
82% (smokeless coal)
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body with cast door  or con-
temporary steel door
European standards EN 13240 CE
Dry (non-boiler) option available

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
12.5kw output: to boiler (BTU 
42,651
4.5kw output: to room
External air option available



10kw Dry
(non-boiler)

This is a great little room heater, giving you 10kw’s of heat. It is ideal for open 
plan rooms and conservatories and with it’s impressive contemporary look it’s 

the perfect companion on those long cold winter evenings.

Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body and steel door
10kw output: to room
European standards EN 13240 CE

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
External air option available
Overnight burning 
Efficiency in excess of 75% 



6.5kw Dry
(non-boiler)

The smallest of the Stove range, our 6.5kw stove is designed for cosy little  rooms 
that demand big heat. Its cute, quaint and full of character.

Efficiency in excess of 75% 
Reduces fuel consumption by 50%
Air wash technology for cleaner glass 
Heavy gauge steel body and steel door
6.5kw output: to room
European standards EN 13240 CE

100% Irish 
Metallic black finish
Riddling system to clear ash
Multi-fuel grate
External air option available
Overnight burning 

17KW



Brightfire
Brightfire stoves are designed, built and assembled in Ferns, Co. 

Wexford to  the highest possible  quality. We strive for continuous 

improvement and settle only for the very best. Each of our stoves 

are produced with great care and attention and we supply a range 

of models to suit every home. For classic beauty, simplicity and 

efficiency, choose Brightfire Stoves.



Brightfire Stoves Ltd.

Lodgewood, Ferns, Co. Wexford

t. 053 9366454

www.brightfirestoves.ie

Retailer Stamp:


